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Summary
The article is theoretical-empirical in character. For the preparation of the theoretical part the method of
cognitive-critical analysis of literature on the subject from the area of marketing and management was
used. On the basis of the results of this analysis it is possible to conclude that there is a cognitive and
research gap with regard to the identification of the reasons for the lack of interest in the university as an
employer. For the purpose of reducing these gaps, five research goals and a hypothesis were formulated.
The hypothesis says that gender is a feature differentiating the reasons for the lack of will to start working
at a university. For the purpose of achieving these targets and checking the research hypothesis empirical
research was conducted. In course of the empirical research the method of questionnaire survey was used
to collect primary data. The survey covered the representatives of the group of young, Polish, potential
employees. The collected primary data was processed by means of statistical analysis and Kruskal-Willis
test. The results of this analysis suggest that the respondents followed mainly negative associations with
universities, relying on their own experiences and on external opinions. It turned out that gender was a
differentiating feature to a statistically significant extent only in case of one reason, namely, the will to use
knowledge acquired during studies in a workplace other than a university.
Keywords: employee, potential employee, employer, university, employer image
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Introduction
Every contemporary offeror on the consumer market, regardless of
whether he represents producers, traders, or service-providers, plays
the role of an employer. Playing the role in a proper way is extremely
important. It is even possible to say that this a key factor from the
point of view of playing any other market role and thus whether a given
entity can achieve strategic market goals. When an entity takes
appropriate measures as an employer with regard to potential
employees who are participants of the external labour market, it can
attract people who satisfy what is required from them in the best way,
whose system of values is compatible with the system of values shared
by the employer1. At the same time, running appropriate personal
policies with regard to people already employed in a given organization
makes it possible to stimulate and strengthen their professional
engagement, which leads to satisfying their expectations concerning
work and the employer2.
Thus, it is possible to conclude that appropriate personal actions in
both these areas make it possible to combine the expectations of the
employer and the expectations of employees into a common set of aims.
Achieving these goals additionally strengthens the set of mutual
relations3. At the same time employer's negligence in the area of
personal activity contributes to the divergence of expectations of each
of the sides, which may actually recognize each other as opponents,
rather than allies. Obviously, only the first of the two mentioned
situations brings benefits to the employer and the employees4. Thus,
this is the best argument in favour of applying exactly such an
approach.
It is because the effect of work of a truly engaged employee are
values satisfying the expectations of purchasers, who express
satisfaction by using the offer of a particular offeror, sharing positive
opinions about the offeror with other people etc. Thus, it is clear that
the way a particular entity functions as an employer directly affects the
way he functions in other areas5, including the area which is the basis
of its existence, namely, creating and offering particular values. This
also concerns the image of a given organization. Its image as an
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employer influences the way it is perceived as an offeror6, which in turn
determines its image as an employer7. Mutual relations are visible also
with regard to the remaining partial images. They are bilateral in
character. That's why, the emergence of any dysfunctions in case of
activities conducted in one of the areas of functioning influences not
just the partial image associated with a particular area, but at the same
time determines other partial images and the general image of a
particular entity influencing additionally the brand of a particular
entity8.
One of these areas is the sphere of actions taken with regard to
potential employees who as participants of the external labour market
haven't personally gained experiences associated with a particular
employer, but may have particular experiences concerning a particular
organization as, for example, the recipient of its market offer. As the
above deliberations show, such experiences to a smaller, or greater
extent determine the perception of a particular entity among potential
employees and thus about his external image as an employer.
Unfortunately, in practice still comparably smaller significance is
attached to personal activities addressed to potential employees than to
personal activities focused on the current employees, which themselves
are often deficient in many ways. This is particularly visible in case of a
specific group of offeror formed by universities. The fact that they fail
to notice the necessity to run coherent and complex personal policy is
exceptionally dangerous, because on the one hand these are
organizations which by assumption are supposed to actively shape the
intellectual elites of the society and on the other hand are supposed to
stand up to the challenges associated with competing with other
universities, both Polish ones and foreign.
Exceptionally dynamic growth of market requirements for Polish
universities 9, and at the same time the lack of legal stabilization
caused by very frequent changes of regulations 10, mean that
universities have to cope with challenges, which have completely
changed and keep changing the environment in which they operate. At
the same time in practice it turns out that universities still tend to
limit their market activity to attracting student candidates, without
paying much attention to acquiring the status of an attractive
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employer. Obviously, a certain limitation is the fact that universities,
especially public universities, cannot function on the basis of the same
rules as other market entities. However, visible dysfunctions concern,
for example, image-related activities, whose crucial significance,
especially with regard to the image of an employer, is still
underestimated by these entities, similarly as the significance of
aspects associated with building relations with potential employees
and attracting them to universities.
However, we shouldn't forget that in this particular case theory
doesn't come before practice. As the results of cognitive-critical
analysis of literature on the subject, which have been presented above,
show, the issues associated with the formation of the employeremployee relationship are still not investigated with regard to
universities. These issues are analysed mainly with regard to other
entities, especially companies11. Thus, it is possible to conclude that
there is still a cognitive and research gap in this area and that it should
be at least reduced. This aim seems the more important, the greater
the challenges faced by Polish universities.
This article is an attempt to achieve the following research goals:
1) grouping the reasons for the lack of interest in starting work at a
university among the whole group of respondents;
2) grouping the reasons for the lack of interest in starting work at a
university among the surveyed women and the surveyed men;
3) comparing the reasons for the lack of interest in starting work at a
university, according to the sex of the respondents;
4) developing a typology of the respondents, according to the reasons
for the lack of interest in starting work at a university;
5) identifying the diversification of the reasons for the lack of interest
in starting work at a university, taking the criterion of sex into
consideration.
In the process of implementation of the mentioned goals the
research hypothesis saying that sex is a feature differentiating the
reasons for unwillingness to start work at a university was tested.
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General characteristics of empirical research

To achieve the mentioned research goals and test the research
hypothesis, in Q1 2018 the second edition of questionnaire survey 12,
was conducted. It covered 250 students completing second-cycle
stationary studies, as potential employees13. The surveys were direct in
character and required a personal contact between the researcher and
the respondents. All survey questionnaires qualified for quantitative
analysis. This was possible thanks to applying face-to-face contact with
the respondents. The collected primary data was processed by means of
statistical analysis, using the method of exploratory factor analysis and
Kruskal-Wallis test.
During the survey the respondents were presented with a set of 12
statements reflecting the reasons for unwillingness to start work at a
university. They were distinguished on the basis of the results of
cognitive-critical analysis of literature on the subject and on the basis
of non-structured interviews preceding the first edition of the research.
Each of the statements was supposed to be assessed by the respondents
on a five-degree Likert scale, in which 5 meant definitely yes, 4 —
rather yes, 3 — neither yes, nor no, 2 — rather not and 1 — definitely
not. Applying this scale is a necessary condition allowing the use of
exploratory factor analysis.
Factor analysis made it possible to carry out a deepened analysis of
the collected primary data. It is used for the reduction of the number
of variables constituting primary data obtained from questionnaire
surveys and for detecting structures in relations between these
variables, in other words, for their classification 14. Thus, this analysis
was applied in order to reduce the number of variables influencing a
particular category, that is, the reasons for aversion to university as an
employer and for the purpose of detecting internal correlations in
relations between these variables.
To distinguish factors the method of principal component analysis
was applied, where it was important to determine their number. To
determine the number of common factors (the so-called principal
components) the technique of Kaiser's criterion was used. It involves
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leaving only the factors with own values higher than 1. Every such
factor explains a certain level of general variability of the investigated
set, defined by the percentage of variance, which can be interpreted as
a measure of explanation of a phenomenon. The factors were subject to
rotation using the varimax normalized method. Within particular
factors variables with highest factor loadings, compared to a given
factor (the assumed value is ≥ 0,7) were distinguished.
In factor analysis hidden factors are identified. These hidden factors
contain features responsible for the perception from their perspective
of the problem described with a question. However, factor analysis
doesn't make it possible to find an answer, whether diversification in
terms of separation of particular groups (e.g. sex) is statistically
important enough to say that the respondents' opinion defined with an
analysed answer is significantly different. At the same time, this
question can be answered by the Kruskal-Wallis test, that is, nonparametric equivalent of ANOVA.
From the point of view of statistical criteria, in case of KW test, the
data don't have to satisfy many requirements. The only requirements
for carrying out the test are as follows15:
1) dependent variable should be measured on at least an ordinal scale
(it can also be measured on the quantitative scale),
2) observations in the analysed groups should be independent from
each other, which means that a person who belongs to one group
shouldn't be in another compared group (this requirement is
satisfied by dichotomous questions allowing the division of
respondents into disjunct groups (e.g. the division of respondents
into women and men) and single choice questions).
Kruskal-Wallis test as a non-parametric equivalent of single-factor
variance analysis is used when data don't satisfy requirements for
carrying out similar parametric tests and they can be ordered,
according to defined criteria. It involves checking, whether the number
of independent results from a group comes from the same population,
or a population with the same median. The size of particular samples
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doesn't have to be the same. Input data are an n-element statistical
sample divided by "k" of disjunct groups of respondents containing n1
to nk number of respondents.
Interpretation of the test can involve only comparing the 'p' value
with the assumed level of significance (usually 0,05), or analysis of the
value of statistics of the test in case an assessment of the
"power/intensity" of differences between groups is necessary. High
values of the test statistics show diversification in particular groups
(which goes against the hypothesis about equality in particular
groups), where the higher the values, the higher the diversification.
Statistical analysis of the collected primary data was conducted by
means of the IBM SPSS Statistics Ver. 22.

The results of conducted surveys
The conducted surveys show that similarly as in 2016, vast majority
of the surveyed, we could even say, almost all of them, wouldn't like to
work at a university after graduating from a university. Merely 1,6% of
people in 2018 expressed interest in the university as an employer,
while for example almost twenty times more people would like to work
in state, or local administration. Thus, it seems very interesting what
the motivation of the respondents who from the very start assume they
want to look for an employer other than a university actually was.
For the purpose of grouping the reasons for unwillingness to start
work at a university, the method of factor analysis was used16. On the
basis of Kaiser's criterion with regard to the whole group of
respondents (table 1), the surveyed women (table 3) and the surveyed
men (table 5) three factors whose own values are higher than 1 were
distinguished for each of the group. The first factor in case of the whole
group of respondents and in case of the surveyed women explains over
30% of the whole variability of the investigated phenomenon. Another
similarity is the fact that in both cases it covers three variables each,
where they reflect the same reasons for unwillingness to start work at
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a university (table 2 and 4). This concerns 'lack of prospects for
professional development', 'low social prestige' and 'low salaries'. These
are reasons associated with the lack of the possibility to satisfy broadly
understood expectations concerning security (including material,
relational and professional security). At the same time the reasons
forming the first, that is, the most important factor, reflect very
unfavourable perception of the university as an employer, which at the
same time evokes clearly negative associations. It is because it is
associated with a place where you can neither satisfy your current
expectations (concerning satisfactory remuneration, or being
appreciated by other people) nor satisfy your long-term expectations
(concerning professional aspirations, or securing material stabilization
for yourself and your family).
At the same time in case of the surveyed men the first factor
explains comparably smaller part of the total variability of the
investigated set, covering also three variables (table 6). However,
they reflect completely different reasons for the lack of interest in
work at a university. They concern experiences from the past that
the surveyed men gained during studies as students. The common
traits of these experiences, which at the same time distinguish
them from reasons forming the first factor in case of the group of
all respondents and in case of the surveyed women are as follows:
time perspective (experiences arising from the past) and specific
character of the source (experiences are personal in character,
which means they are an internal source).
Table 1. Hierarchy of factors, according to their own values defined on the basis of Kaiser's criterion
(for the group of all respondents)

Factor

Own value

% of all own values
(variance)

Accumulated
own value

Accumulated
% of own values

1

3,643

30,356

3,643

30,356

2

2,435

20,288

6,078

50,644

3

1,119

9,328

7,197

59,972

Source: Own materials prepared on the basis of research results.
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Table 2. The results of factor analysis of the reasons for unwillingness to start work at a university
(for the group of all respondents)
Factor
Variable

1

2

3

Lack of prospects for professional development

0,804

0,073

0,005

Low social prestige
Low salaries
Shame of your workplace
Job insecurity and lack of professional stabilization
Burning out professional and life energy fast
The necessity to share your precious knowledge with others
Less free time than in other places
The will to stop all contacts with universities
Negative experiences with contracts with lecturers from the time when you were a student
Negative general impression from studies
The will to use knowledge and skills acquired during studies
in a workplace other than a university

0,777
0,732
0,695
0,641
0,579
0,522
0,471
0,120
0,211
0,274

0,251
0,163
0,117
0,115
0,239
0,040
0,226
0,882
0,867
0,820

0,068
0,023
–0,014
–0,295
–0,067
–0,343
–0,106
0,052
0,073
–0,171

–0,041 0,017

0,925

Source: Own materials prepared on the basis of research results

The reasons forming the key factor with regard to all respondents
and the surveyed women concerned the future, relying on the message
from external sources reaching the respondents. It is because they
themselves as representatives of young, potential employees couldn't
have experienced personally the financial and non-financial effects of
playing the role of a current university employee. At the same time a
common element both for the whole group of the surveyed, for the
surveyed women and the surveyed men was the fact that the first
factor included variables reflecting definitely negative perception of
the university. This is obviously very worrying, as it certainly makes it
harder to build the image of a university as an attractive employer,
even if these institutions notice such a necessity and start taking
action in this area.
The second factor both for the whole group of respondents and for
the surveyed women and men explains over 20% of the total variability
of the analysed phenomenon, even though in case of men it concerns a
comparably bigger part of this set than in case of the whole group of
respondents and in case of the surveyed women. For each of the three
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analysed groups of respondents it covers three variables. They are
identical for the whole group of respondents and for the surveyed
women, while they are different in case of the surveyed men. It is worth
pointing out here that for all respondents and for the surveyed women
the second factor is formed by the same variables that formed the first
factor with regard to the surveyed men. Thus, it is possible to conclude
that in case of the latter they had relatively greater significance,
compared to the significance of these aspects for the whole group of
respondents and the surveyed women. In other words, personal
experiences gained during contacts with a university in the past were
in case of men more important reasons for lack of interest in work at a
university, than in case of women, for whom issues referring to the
future were more important.
At the same time, the mentioned experiences concerning the past were
more significant for men than the reasons pointing to the expected lack of
possibility of satisfying psychological needs ('shame of your workplace'),
social needs ('burning out life and professional energy fast') and selfrealization ('lack of prospects for professional development'). What shows
that their significance is comparably smaller is the fact that they form the
second factor and have lower values of factor loadings than variables
forming the first factor. However, it is necessary to remember that the
second factor distinguished for men explained nevertheless a major part of
the total variability, which means that we cannot omit these reasons for the
lack of will to start work at a university, especially that their image
overtone is exceptionally negative.
It is necessary to emphasize that in case of the surveyed men all
three factors included variables which reflect non-financial and even
non-material reasons for the aversion to the university as an employer.
It is because low salaries didn't make it into any of these factors. This
is a clearly visible difference between the internal structure of factors
distinguished for men and the structure of factors distinguished for the
whole group of respondents and the surveyed women, in whose case the
aforementioned low salaries are contained in the first factor.
The third factor explaining the smallest part of the total variability
of the analysed set in case of each of the surveyed group includes only
one variable. It reflects the same reason for the whole group of
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respondents, as for the surveyed women. It is 'the will to take
advantage of the knowledge gained during studies in a different
workplace'. In case of the surveyed men the variable forming the last
factor is 'job insecurity and the lack of professional stabilization', that
is, a variable referring to non-material aspects, but opposed to the
variable contained in the third factor for the whole group of
respondents and women it has a definitely negative undertone.
Moreover, this variable didn't make it into any factor in case of the
whole group of respondents and in case of the surveyed women. It is
also worth pointing out that for both these groups the third factor
explains less than 10% of total variability, while for the surveyed men
it explains an almost twice higher part of this variability. Thus, we can
say that this factor is comparably more significant and thus the
variable for men forming it is comparably more significant.
It is also necessary to point out that the value of factor loading of
the variable 'the will to use knowledge gained during studies in a
different workplace' within the third factor distinguished in case of the
surveyed men was high, but negative. This means the respondents who
weren't interested in starting work at a university due to uncertainty
of keeping their job, didn't display the will to use the knowledge
acquired during studies in a different workplace.
Table 3. Hierarchy of factors according to their own values determined on the basis of Kaiser's criterion
(for the surveyed women)

Factor

Own value

% of all own values
(variance)

Accumulated
own value

Accumulated
% of own values

1

3,670

30,585

3,670

30,585

2

2,429

20,246

6,099

50,831

3

1,114

9,285

7,213

60,089

Source: Own materials prepared on the basis of research results.
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Tabela 4. The results of factor analysis of unwillingness to start work at a university (for the surveyed women)
Factor
Variable

1

2

Lack of prospects for professional development
Low social prestige

0,784
0,776

Low salaries
Job insecurity and lack of professional stabilization
Shame of your workplace
The necessity to share your precious knowledge with others
Burning out life and professional energy fast
Less free time than in other places
The will to stop any contacts with universities
Negative experiences associated with contacts with lecturers from the time when
you were a student
Negative general impression from studies
The will to use the knowledge and skills gained during studies at work
in a workplace other than a university

0,732 0,223
0,147
0,682 0,177 –0,128
0,674 0,133 –0,183
0,572 –0,114 –0,071
0,562 0,239 –0,105
0,518 0,055 –0,373
0,062 0,878 –0,056
0,129
0,256

0,050
0,292

3
0,071
0,078

0,860
0,812

0,186
–0,143

–0,028 0,012

0,904

Source: Own materials prepared on the basis of research results.

Table 5. Hierarchy of factors, according to their own values determined on the basis of Kaiser's criterion
(for the surveyed men)
Factor
1
2
3

Own value
3,417
2,766
2,142

% of all own values
(variance)

Accumulated
own value

28,475
23,052
17,853

3,417
6,183
8,325

Accumulated
% of own values
28,475
51,527
69,380

Source: Own materials prepared on the basis of research results.

Interpreting the factors distinguished during factor analysis as groups of
respondents pointing to the same reasons for the lack of interest in the university
as an employer, it is possible to conclude that particular groups distinguished
from the whole group of respondents and from the group of surveyed women are
characterized by the same discriminants (table 7). At the same time three groups
of surveyed men that could be distinguished display clear independence, which is
reflected by the reasons for aversion to the university as an employer mentioned
by the representatives of these groups. Thus, it is possible to assume that sex
constitutes a feature differentiating the opinions of respondents.
www.minib.pl
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Table 6. The results of factor analysis of unwillingness to start work at a university (for the surveyed men)
Factor
Variable

1

Negative experiences associated with contacts with lecturers from the time
when you were a student
Negative general impression from studies
The will to stop all contacts with universities
Less free time than in other places
The necessity to share your precious knowledge with others
Shame of your workplace
Burning out professional and life energy fast
Lack of prospects for professional development
Low salaries
Low social prestige
Job insecurity and lack of professional stabilization
The will to use the knowledge and skills gained during studies in a workplace other
than a university

0,876
0,868
0,788
0,684
0,609
0,200
0,207
0,380
0,079
0,389
0,178

2

0,328
0,124
0,438
0,318
0,075
0,768
0,765
0,742
0,573
0,533
0,056

3

0,146
0,256
–0,237
–0,163
0,551
–0,080
0,050
0,338
0,533
0,316
0,809

0,141 –0,066 –0,712

Source: Own materials prepared on the basis of research results.

Table 7. Groups of respondents distinguished according to the reasons for unwillingness to start work at a university
Characteristics of the distinguished groups carried out by means of the mentioned reasons
for unwillingness to start work at a university

Group

for all respondents
1

2

3

Lack of prospects for professional
development
z Low social prestige
z Low salaries

for the surveyed women

Negative experiences associated
with contact with lecturers from
the time when you were a student
z Negative general impression
from studies
z The will to stop all contacts
with universities
z The will to stop all contacts
z The will to stop all contacts
z Shame of your workplace
with universities
with universities
z Burning out life and
z Negative experiences from contacts with z Negative experiences
professional energy fast
lecturers from the time when you
associated with contacts with z Lack of prospects for
were a student
lecturers from the time when
professional development
you were a student
z Negative general impression from studies z Negative general impression
from studies
z The will to use the knowledge and
z The will to use the knowledge z Job insecurity and lack
skills gained during studies in
and skills gained during
of professional stabilization
a workplace other than a university
studies in a workplace
other than a university
z

Lack of prospects for
professional development
z Low social prestige
z Low salaries

for the surveyed men

z

z

Source: Own materials prepared on the basis of research results.
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Table 8. The results of an analysis of the significance of differences between answers, according to the sex of respondents

Variable

Sex

Value of
Level of
Kruskal-Wallis test significance 'p'

Low social prestige

woman
man

50,68
55,70

0,430

Low salaries

woman
man
woman
man
woman
man
woman
man
woman
man
woman
man
woman
man
woman
man

52,75
49,89
52,35
51,02
53,45
47,91
54,31
45,50
51,96
48,23
53,75
47,07
51,00
52,96
52,34
49,04

0,660

woman
man
woman
man

52,74
47,88
50,39
56,52

woman
man

47,83
63,74

Lack of prospects for professional development
Job insecurity and lack of professional stabilization
The necessity to share your precious knowledge with others
Shame of your workplace
Burning out life and professional energy fast
Less free time than in other places
Negative general impression from studies
Negative experiences associated with contacts with
lecturers from the time when you were a student
The will to stop all contacts with universities
The will to use the knowledge and skills used during
studies in a workplace other than a university

0,831
0,379
0,175
0,549
0,304
0,759
0,613

0,453
0,347

0,012

Source: Own materials prepared on the basis of research results.

Kruskal-Wallis test was used to verify the assumption formulated at
the beginning of this article as the research hypothesis. It turns out
that statistically significant diversification was found only in case of
one variable, that is, 'the will to use the knowledge gained during
studies at a workplace other than a university'. This was shown by the
'p' value amounting to 0,012 (table 8). It is lower than the assumed
level of 0,05 exclusively for this variable. This means that statistically
significant diversification wasn't found in case of the remaining
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analysed variables. It is worth pointing out that the only statistical
diversification exists in case of the variable forming the third factor for
all respondents and for the surveyed women, which at the same time
didn't make it into any factor in case of men and was characterized by
negative value of factor loading within the third factor distinguished
from them. Thus, the statement contained in the research hypothesis
is true in case of respondents for only one reason, that is, 'the will to
use knowledge gained during studies in a different workplace'.

Summary
On the basis of deliberations presented in this article it is possible
to conclude that the respondents expressing lack of interest in
university as an employer followed mostly non-material aspects,
especially those associated with the negative image of the university
playing the aforementioned role. On the one hand their opinions were
based on their own experiences gained during studies and on the other
hand they took into consideration external sources which brought them
unfavourable opinions on this group of employers. Their own negative
experiences turned out to be comparably more important in case of the
surveyed men, while external opinions played a more important role in
case of all respondents and the surveyed women. It is worth pointing
out that material aspects and in particular, the level of salaries, were
taken into consideration by the surveyed women, while the surveyed
men paid comparably more attention to the non-material aspects. It is
also necessary to add that despite these differences the diversification
was statistically significant in character only for one of the analysed
reasons, that is, 'the will to use the knowledge gained during studies in
a workplace other than a university'.
The fact that the representatives of each of three analysed groups paid
attention to the aspects of image may point to major negligence in the
image-related activities of universities. This is particularly dangerous, as
the conducted research has shown, in the society universities are perceived
as low-prestige organizations, where you can't count on professional
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development. This means that according to the respondents, working at a
university you are unable to satisfy many of your needs, including the need
for self-realization, psychological, social needs and the need for security.
The fact that such an image exists certainly doesn't facilitate changing the
approach of the participants of the external labour market to universities
and additionally it may bring negative effects associated with the negative
perception of these organizations by other people, including, among others,
student candidates, which results from relations existing between
particular partial images. For this reason universities as employers should
change their current passive approach to image-related activities to a
dynamic approach allowing them to change this situation which is
unfavourable for their development and thus the development of their
employees.
Naturally, the conducted research is subject to certain limitations.
Among them are the following: selected group of respondents (only the
representatives of young, potential employees), geographical coverage
(only the representatives of young Polish potential employees), or the
subject scope (lack of deepened analysis of particular reasons). That's
why it is planned that further stages of the research process concerning
the lack of interest in universities as employers will expand each of the
scopes by extending the coverage of the survey also to universities as
employers, or the representatives of young, potential employees from
other countries. This will make it possible to carry out a comparative
analysis from the subject and geographical perspective. There are also
plans to regularly repeat research on these issues, which will enable
comparative analysis from the temporal perspective.
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